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Lan-Tang Series”. Among them are extant copies

and other historical items that were selected and

included in the exhibition. All these enable us to see

the criteria and vision in the selection of books

during that period. One can also understand the

importance and the quality of the Rare Books

Collections of the NCL. 

CCS News and Activities
CCS Seminars

Visiting scholar Associate Prof. Olga Lomová

presented a paper at a seminar held by the Center for

Chinese Studies (CCS) on June 24, 2008. Prof.

Lomová, a CCS scholarship recipient from the

Institute of East Asian Studies at Charles University

in the Czech Republic, delivered her paper in

Chinese on the topic of "Translating Sima Qian—An

Attempt at a Cross-cultural Communication." The

seminar was presided by Prof. Fang Yu of the

Department of Chinese Literature at National

Taiwan University. 

Prof. Lomová, who also serves as director of

the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation International

Sinological Center at Charles University, is an expert

on ancient Chinese poetry and literature. She noted

that the translation of Chinese documents has always

been a focal task of Sinology in Europe. Prof.

Lomová has translated the Classic of Tea, Three

Heroes and Five Gallants and other Chinese classics.

She also continued the translation started by Czech

Sinologist Dr. Timoteus Pokora (1928~1985) of

Sima Qian's Records of the Grand Historian and

plans to publish a selected translation into Czech.

When translating classical works of different

cultures, Prof. Lomová notes that it is important to

closely study the methodology issues involved and

also consider changes to the meaning of the

document resulting from translation into a new

language removed from the work's original cultural

and historical context. The interpretive role of the

translator as well as the intended readership must

also be considered. Prof. Lomová said she hopes to

convey in her translation Sima Qian's concept of the

fading away of historical events, as well as the

literary beauty of the Records of the Grand

Historian. She believes that the reworking of the

meticulous academic style of rendering Dr. Pokora's

translation into a fluent form will contribute greatly

to cross-cultural communication. 

Prof. Lomová illustrated her views with specific

examples, noting that this work is positioned

between early and modern western translation and

research of the Records of the Grand Historian. 

"Beyond Text" Forum Explores Material

Culture 

An international forum on "Beyond Text:

Multicultural Historic Perspectives on Material

Culture" was held at the NCL on September 19,

2008. The forum was organized by the Research

Center for Humanities and Social Sciences at Tsing

Hua University and the Center for Chinese Studies

(CCS) at the NCL with support from the Cabinet-

level National Science Council (NSC). Guest

speakers at the forum included Prof. Evelyn Welch

and Prof. Frank Dikotter of London University. They

spoke, respectively on the topics of "Touching the

Past: A Study of Material Culture in Early Modern

Europe " and "Tangible Worship: A Study of

Modern Material Culture." Participants from Taiwan

included National Central University Prof. Kang

Lai-si, who spoke on "Material Culture in the Dream

of the Red Chamber"; and National Tsing Hua

University Associate Prof. Chen Chueh, who spoke

on "Material Culture in Overseas Travel Notes from
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Prof. Olga Lomová (front row, second from left), Prof.
Fang Yu (front row, second from right), and seminar
participants (Photo by Caesar Tsai)




